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Tracks: CC  Showers: CC e,  and NC
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50 kTon

MeV - GeV

8 Mton

> 3 GeV

10 Mton

> 20 GeV
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> 100 GeV

ANTARES ARCAORCASK

Denser detector  Lower energy threshold

Larger detector  More efficient of low fluxes
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MeV GeV TeV PeV EeV

Astrophysical neutrinos

Dark matter

Oscillations-Mass ordering

Supernovae

GZK

Limitation at 

high energies:

Fast decreasing 

fluxes E-2, E-3

Limitation at low 

energies:

-Short muon range

-Low light yield

Other physics: monopoles, nuclearites, Lorentz invariance, etc... 

Detector density

Detector size

 Origin of cosmic rays

 Hadronic vs. leptonic signatures

 Neutrino mass ordering

 Dark matter
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Earth

Detector







Sun

 WIMPs (neutralinos, KK particles) are among the most popular 

explanations for dark matter

 They would accumulate in massive objects like the Sun, the Earth or the 

Galactic Centre

 The products of such annihilations would yield “high energy” neutrinos, 

which can be detected by neutrino telescopes
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Sun Galactic Centre

Earth

Dwarf galaxies

Galaxy clustersGalactic Halo
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Differential neutrino flux is related 

with the annihilation rate as:
If we assume 

equilibrium between 

capture and 

annihilation in the Sun:

where the 

capture rate can 

be expressed as:
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 Neutrino telescopes (for 

searches in the Sun) are 

complementary to direct 

searches

 low velocity: easier to capture 
in the Sun

 high velocity: large recoils 
easier at high velocities

Typically Maxwell distribution of 

velocities is assumed

Other v distributions: <20% change in C
Choi et al. JCAP 1405 (2014) 049
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Neutrino telescopes: best tool for spin-dependent cross section 

(WIMP-nucleon)

(ANTARES: Physics Letters B, Volume 759 (2016))
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 Gamma rays, neutrinos:

 Cosmic rays:
 propagation more complex

Dark matter distribution

(J-factor)
Particle Physics
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2007-2016

Preliminary

New data just 

unblinded!

Best limits world wide for WIMP masses above 30 TeV
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 Neutrino mass ordering is one 

of the most relevant unknowns 

in Particle Physics

 constrain theoretical models to 

explain the origin of mass in 

leptonic sector

 Impact on potential 

performance of next-

generation experiments for
 CP-phase measurement
 absolute value of neutrino 

masses

 0 experiments
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 In matter, the sign of Δm2
13 is revealed through the 

CC interactions of νe with electrons

 Resonance condition is met for NO (IO) in the 

neutrino (anti-neutrino) channel when

Eres~7 GeV for mantle

Eres~3 GeV for core
24



• Matter effect in Earth induces ν/anti-ν difference in oscillations

• Examples: PINGU, ORCA, INO (iron tracking calorimeter)

• First maximum for νμ -> νμ is at  12 GeV for L=Dearth

• Could be measurable since at these energies:

• Differences in the (Eν, cosθν) plane

IO

NO
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P(νμ → νx) for θ=130º

J. Coelho 27



 Finite angular/energy resolutions, uncertainties in oscillation 

parameters, etc. blur the “theoretical” oscillograms

Track channel Cascade channel

(number of events in 3 years, NO is assumed)http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300771
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2=(NNO-NIO)|NNO-NIO|/NNO

Track channel Cascade channel

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300771
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Likelihoods are maximized 

over a set of nuisance 

parameters: 

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300771
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 Data: 2830 days (2007-2016)

 7710 events (track-like)

 Non-oscillation discarded at 4.6

See also for previous analysis: Phys. Lett. B 714 (2012) 224-230  First time 

neutrino oscillations were observed in neutrino telescopes

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300869
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 Precision: 2% for m2
23 and 5% for sin2 23 (90%CL)

(NO assumed, CP=0)

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300771
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Atmospheric neutrino oscillation may be 

affected at energies 20-30 GeV

Distortion in the pattern of oscillations 

of vertical upgoing muon neutrinos 

by the existence of sterile neutrinos 

(3+1 model) 

Excluded

Same data set and fitting procedure 

used for the standard oscillation 

analysis

δCP and δ24 left unconstrained in the fit

∆m2
41 fixed at 0.5 eV2
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https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300869



 After only one year, factor two of improvement in sensitivity  for U4 wrt

SuperK and IceCube
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 About 3000 /year (CC) in ORCA  test 

on unitarity

 In one year, rates constrained to 10% 

(world data precision now at 30%)

 After three years, deviations above 20% 

in normalization can be excluded at 5

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1292823
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 Effects of non-standard interactions could be observable in ORCA, with 

limits competitive from oscillations and more than factor 10 better direct

Phys. Rev. D 97, 072009 (2018)
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 KM3NeT “strongly endorsed” by APPEC

(Astroparticle Physics European 

Consortium)in its new European 

Astroparticle Physics Strategy for 2017-

2026

 Reminder: KM3NeT also included in 

ESFRI Roadmap for “scientific 

excellence and maturity” 
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 Goal: measuring CP

 x10 denser than ORCA

 60-70% disfavoured with >2

 Complementary to long-

baseline experiments:

 better for 0.5 and 1.5 
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http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1292936



 Goal: neutrino mass ordering and CP violation

 Method: to look for appearance in 2590 km from 

Protvino U70 accelerator

 Proposal: construct a neutrino beam of 2-7 GeV

 3 years at 450kW running  variation of 3300 in 

number of νe events for different CP phases

 NMO: >5σ for all combination of parameters 

Events
6600-9300
31000 ± 500
3520 ± 30
5900

KM3NeT/P2O 

Preliminary
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http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300743



 Neutrino astronomy is an extraordinary tool for both Astroparticle 

and Particle Physics

 ANTARES has showed the feasibility of the technique in water and 

produced relevant results on particle physics: dark matter, neutrino 

oscillations, monopoles

 Great potential for KM3NeT in many areas: neutrino mass ordering, 

oscillation parameters, dark matter, sterile, NSI...

 First lines of KM3NeT already installed

 Plans for the future: SuperORCA, P2O

 Rich physics harvest already gathered, but much more to come...
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Thanks for your attention!
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